Vocabulary Exercise

Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate option.

1. He was ....................... by the police, but he refused to reveal the secret.
   prosecuted
   persecuted

2. He was ....................... for defaming his partner.
   prosecuted
   persecuted

3. He could not ....................... his son to continue his studies.
   persuade
   pursue

4. The cops ....................... the criminal and caught him.
   persuaded
   pursued
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5. A ....................... man will never support a wrong cause.
   rightful
   righteous

6. The ....................... of Emperor Asoka is considered to be a golden period in the history of India.
   reign
   rein

7. ......................... progress is essential to gain lasting happiness in life.
   Spiritual
   Spirited

8. The candidates should write down their ......................... roll numbers.
   respective
   respectful
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9. The room was filled with the noise of his

…………………..

laugh
laughter

10. We had a good ……………………… over his silly mistake.

laugh
laughter

11. His good deeds are ……………………………

commentable
commendable

12. English literature is full of ……………………… to Latin and Greek authors.

allusions
illusions
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Answers

1. He was persecuted by the police, but he refused to reveal the secret.
2. He was prosecuted for defaming his partner.
3. He could not persuade his son to continue his studies.
4. The cops pursued the criminal and caught him.
5. A righteous man will never support a wrong cause.
6. The reign of Emperor Asoka is considered to be a golden period in the history of India.
7. Spiritual progress is essential to gain lasting happiness in life.
8. The candidates should write down their respective roll numbers.
9. The room was filled with the noise of his laughter.
10. We had a good laugh over his silly mistake.
11. His good deeds are commendable.
12. English literature is full of allusions to Latin and Greek authors.